Since its inception as an article in Interactions 2012, the vision has remained fluid, continually challenging the students of TMG to think outside the screen. Today, TMG Staff will discuss their work and their unique take on the Radical Atoms Vision:

- **Framing Radical Atoms** (Luke Vink)
- **From Pixels to Droplets** (Viirj Kan)
- **Atom Hacker** (Lining Yao)
- **Radical Tool** (Penny Webb)
- **Material-Likeness with Radical Atoms** (Ken Nakagaki)

This class will likely end a little short, the staff will spend remaining time working with you in your groups to discuss **Project 1**, any issues you may have, items you require us to get you or inspirational gifs you may be in desperate need of.

**Read before next class (20th Oct):**

*No Readings! Nail those presentations and gifs!*

**Assignment:**

- Work with your assigned group on **Project 1**
- Ready yourself for your **10 minute presentation** of Project 1 for October 27th. Prepare GIF’s and related media and publish to the website before class on the 27th.